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Preface

This book has had a long, maybe overlong history. It originated in papers that contributors to this volume presented at an international workshop, “Historical linguistics and hunter-gatherer populations in global perspective,” at the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology Leipzig in the summer of 2006. The workshop was organized by the first editor and his colleague Alena Witzlack-Makarevich (see https://www.eva.mpg.de/fileadmin/content_files/linguistics/pdf/HunterGatherer_webpage_2006.pdf), generously sponsored by the Institute’s Department of Linguistics. We would like to thank the then director, Bernard Comrie, for his crucial support as well as Claudia Schmid for her skillful conference coordination.

Following the workshop, the idea arose among the editors of this volume to make the content of the workshop public through a selection of the papers presented. That, however, left some key gaps, so to achieve better areal and thematic coverage of the topic, additional contributions were solicited.

As is obvious from the date of the workshop, this book has been a long time coming. We would therefore like to express our particular gratitude to the contributors who stayed the course for all these years. The topic is such that the volume and its individual contributions have lasting relevance to a field deeply concerned about marginalized languages.

In the final phases of the production of this book, we received tremendous administrative help from Edwin Rhodes for which we herewith express our deepest gratitude. We acknowledge the financial and institutional support granted us by the Humboldt University Berlin, the University of California, Berkeley, and the Australian National University in connection with the production of the volume itself.

It is our hope that this book will inspire further in-depth study of the languages and linguistic history of forager populations the world over.

The editors